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Hearing before Administrative Law Judge O. Milton Fine II on July 10, 2014 in Russellville,
Pope County, Arkansas.

Claimant pro se.

Respondents represented by Mr. James A. Arnold II, Attorney at Law, Fort Smith,
Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On July 10, 2014, the above-captioned claim was heard in Russellville, Arkansas.

A prehearing conference took place on May 14, 2014.  A prehearing order entered on May

15, 2014 pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as Commission

Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues, and respective

contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.

Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  With an amendment of the third, they are the following, which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.
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2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed between the parties on

August 8, 2011, when Claimant sustained a compensable injury to her

lumbar spine.

3. Claimant’s average weekly wage of $436.00 entitles her to compensation

rates of $291.00/$218.00.

Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

The following were litigated:

1. Whether this claim is barred by the statute of limitations.

2. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits.

All other issues have been reserved.

Contentions

The respective contentions of the parties read as follows:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that she is entitled to additional medical and temporary

total disability benefits.

Respondents:

1. Respondents contend that the claimant’s claim for additional benefits is

barred by the statute of limitations.

2. Respondents further contend that the additional treatment that Claimant is

seek is related to her pre-existing condition and not to her work-related injury.
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FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the Claimant and to observe her demeanor, I hereby make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704

(Repl. 2012):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. The evidence preponderates that this claim for additional benefits is barred

by the statute of limitations set out in Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-702(b)(1) (Repl.

2012).

4. Because of the above finding, the remaining issues are moot and will not be

addressed.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

Claimant was the sole witness at the hearing.

In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, the other exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case was Claimant’s Exhibit 1, her April 13, 2012 and December 2, 2013

lumbar MRI reports, consisting of two pages; and Respondents’ Exhibit 1, Claimant’s

August 9, 2011 lumbar MRI and non-medical records including her 2010 and 2011 payroll

records; her January 29, 2014 Form AR-C, filed on February 3, 2014; her February 11,
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2014 letter to the Commission; and the claim payout history, consisting of one index page

and six numbered pages thereafter.

A. Statute of Limitations

Introduction.  As the parties have stipulated, Claimant sustained a compensable

injury to her lumbar spine on August 8, 2011.  Respondents accepted the injury as

compensable and paid benefits pursuant thereto.  In this proceeding, Claimant is asking

that she be awarded additional medical treatment and temporary total disability benefits.

Respondents, in turn, have alleged that this claim is barred by the statute of limitations.

Standards.  Under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-702(b)(1) (Repl. 2012):

In cases in which any compensation, including disability or medical, has
been paid on account of injury, a claim for additional compensation shall be
barred unless filed with the commission within one (1) year from the date of
the last payment of compensation or two (2) years from the date of the injury,
whichever is greater.

The provision of medical services constitutes the “payment of compensation” under this

provision, and thus tolls the running of the statute of limitations for the filing of a claim for

additional compensation.  Plante v. Tyson Foods, 319 Ark. 126, 890 S.W.2d 253 (1994).

The one-year period begins to run from the last payment of compensation–which in this

case means the last date that medical services were provided.  Id.

Under Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Repl. 2012), Respondents bear the burden

of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the statute of limitations has run here.

The standard “preponderance of the evidence” means the evidence having greater weight

or convincing force.  Barre v. Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet

Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).
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A claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Nix v. Wilson World

Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  The determination of a witness’

credibility and how much weight to accord to that person’s testimony are solely up to the

Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72 Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).

The Commission must sort through conflicting evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.

In so doing, the Commission is not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness, but may accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the

testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

Evidence.  Claimant, who is 24 years old and graduated high school at age 16,

worked for Respondent Freeman Brothers, which is a sawmill.  On the date she was

injured there, she was working as a bay tender.  She described this job as follows:

A bay tender, when the lumber comes down out of the sawmill, it comes
down what we call the sorter chains . . . When it comes down, my job is to
be up on the catwalk, about a 70-foot-long run, and to keep an eye on this
lumber and to make sure that it drops into its proper bay . . . Now, another
job of mine, another task that I had to perform was when that lumber comes
down these chains, sometimes you know, the boards will be broken or there
will be what we call a hang up . . . my job–I–I have to wear a harness at all
times, a body–a full-body harness like you would use during spelunking or–or
rock hauling, okay, or rock climbing.  And my job, when there’s hang up,
I–like I said, I must shut it down, I have to lock it out, to take the proper safety
precautions.

In relating how she became injured, Claimant stated:

There was a hang up and it was a bad one.  I–I took the safety precautions
. . . I leaned over the top of the chain runner, and the more that this sorter
chain is off, the heavier it is.  So when I leaned over to–after I got the hang
up out, I leaned over to pick up the sorter chain to put it back on its proper
chain runner.  And when I picked up on the chain, my feet had slipped out
from underneath of me and my hips were braced on the top of the chain
runner, which is a safety precaution, really.  I mean I don’t want to slip
through, but what happened was, when my feet slipped out, the chain had
overpowered me.  And it happened so fast, I wasn’t able to let go in time and
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my–it jerked me forward and my whole back took the blow from it.  And when
I finally let go and stood up, I was in so much pain I fell back and I hit the–the
control panel, one of the control boxes that lowers the bundle down and up
and–and whatnot.  And I had to have a friend of mine, that was up there
helping with the hang up, get me down.

Claimant has undergone treatment of her back with multiple physicians, and has

had physical therapy as well.  She explained:  “I mean, for instance, I’ve had to go see

several doctors because the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation, they told me that as long

as I seen a doctor once a year and spoke with them once a year, that the case remains

open.”  Shown the spreadsheet contained in Respondents’ Exhibit 1, she admitted that it

was accurate in portraying that the last medical treatment she underwent that Respondents

covered took place on August 26, 2011.  She has seen doctors since then, and has

undergone two lumbar MRIs–the second of which was paid for by Medicaid.  But despite

her inquiries, Respondents have not paid for them.  The following exchange took place:

Q. Okay.  I believe the record was clear on this, but to the best of your
knowledge, all of the medical treatment that you have had that has
been authorized or furnished to you by Bibler Brothers or Freeman
Brothers or Liberty Mutual has already been paid?

A. To the best of my knowledge.

Q. Okay.  And all of the rest of the medical treatment that you have
received after late August of 2011 has been medical treatment that
either you paid for or you’ve turned in through group insurance or
Medicaid or something like that?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And you were aware that none of that medical evaluation and
treatment was authorized or furnished at the direction of either your
employer or Liberty Mutual?

A. I understand that, but I–I didn’t–

Q. I mean you understood that, correct?
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A. Well, yeah, I mean–

Q. Okay.  But you–

A. –I knew that–

Q. –did it anyway?

A. –I knew it was coming out of my pocket or my insurance, yes, I
understood.

Q. You knew that they were not going to pay for it?

A. Yeah, they told me they–that Bibler’s wasn’t, but they–I was in the
process of trying to get them to pay for it, and that’s where I was going
with [consulting with the Legal Advisor Division of the Commission].
I was trying to figure out what I should do.

Shown the Form AR-C in Respondents’ Exhibit 1, Claimant agreed that she signed

it on January 29, 2014, and that it bears a file date of February 3, 2014.  This is the only

Form AR-C that she has filed.

Discussion.  The evidence adduced at the hearing and discussed above clearly

shows that this claim abridges the statute of limitations contained in § 11-9-702(b)(1).  The

two-year period following the occurrence of the lumbar injury ended on August 8,

2013–which is later than one year after the last date that medical services were provided,

or August 26, 2012.  Thus, the August 8, 2013 date controls here.  The filing of the Form

AR-C on February 3, 2014–almost six months after the expiration of the limitations period,

means that the claim is time-barred.  Respondents have proven by a preponderance of the

evidence that the claim should be dismissed for violating the statute of limitations.
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B. Remaining Issues

Because of the above finding, the remaining issues–whether Claimant is entitled to

additional medical treatment and additional temporary total disability benefits–are moot and

will not be addressed.

CONCLUSION

In accordance with the findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth above, this

claim for additional benefits is hereby denied and dismissed.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


